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FIRST TERM (1st Grade, Fall Term) 

İLET101 Introduction to Communication  

Development of communication sciences, basic concepts of communication, the role and importance 

of communication in human’s and social life, types of communication, communication takes place in 

which levels, effective communication and body language.  

İLET103 History of Civilisation 

Emergence and development of civilisations throughout human history. Civilisations and 

philosophical systems. Civilisations and social systems. Philosophers of ancient civilizations and 

theirs effects on contemporary thought life. Anthropological reflections of civilisations. 

İLET105 Introduction to Political Sciences  

Development of political sciences, basic concepts, political systems, the emergence and development 

of democratic system, parliamentary systems and processes, development and process of democracy in 

Turkey. Institutions and politics of democratic systems, philosophers and administrators led political 

sciences. 

İLET109 Introduction to Law 

Fundamental concepts of law. Basic principles and institutions of Turkish law. Law and democracy. 

Roman law and its effects on Turkish judicial system. The fundamental basis of constitutional law. 

RPSI109 Positive Psychology and Communication Skills 

This is an approach that enable individuals realize their own resources and values to be happy, 

peaceful, successful and highly satisfied with their lives. Usage of these resources and values 

creatively and appropriately allow individual to exert their personal and cultural potential with a 

conscious choice. In this course, students will evaluate researches and concept studies on different 

subjects and theoretical approaches (meaningful life, feeling of thankfulness, happiness, hope, 

optimism, positive emotions, port-traumatic personal growth, endurance, self-perception, strength, 

time perception). Students will learn how to use methods such as brain mapping, signature strengths, 

gratitude journal, and seven ways increase happiness (learned optimism, thankfulness). This course 

includes basic concepts of communication skills, and solutions aiming to develop mass 

communication, international communication, organisational communications. 

ING101 Basic English I 



Basic concepts of English. Reading texts and exercises. Listening exercises. Translation exercises. 

Writing essay. Speaking exercises, conversations. 

TURK101 Turkish Language and Literature I  

The objective of this course is to examine the main movements in Turkish literature and bring a fresh 

perspective on the works of authors that a graduate of Faculty of Communications is expected to have 

an awareness of. The lessons will include case studies and practices. 

ATA101 Principles of Atatürk and History of Revolution I  

The events that have taken place in the recent Turkish history; especially the occurrences surrounding 

the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, War of Salvation, formation of Turkish Republic, the initial years 

of the Republic rule, the Second World War and the transformation from the single party period will 

be examined during this course. Lessons consist of lectures and seminars including those by guest 

speakers. 

RKUL101 University Culture I 

In this course considering the agenda of society, country and university, the topics are discussed with 

the students by experts within or outside the university. Sharing knowledge and experiences of 

communication professionals working several parts of communication sector with the students. 

 

 

 

 



SECOND TERM (1st  Grade, Spring Term) 

RTİ102 Introduction to Advertising  

What is advertising? The emergence and development of advertisement. Types of advertisement. 

Advertisement and public relations. Advertisement and propaganda. Advertisement and persuasion. 

Consumer society and advertisement relation. New approaches in advertisement.  

İLET102 Administrative Law 

Basics concept of administrative law. Functioning of administrative law in Turkey. Institutions and 

policies. Bureaucratic structuring and functioning. Constitutional institutions, organisations and their 

functioning. General public institutions and their functioning. Structures and functioning of local 

organisations. 

İLET104 Introduction to Sociology  

Basic concepts of sociology. Development process of sociology as a scientific discipline.  Concepts, 

theories and approaches ruling classical and modern sociology. Phases of sociological thought. The 

points where sociology and communication sciences cross and feed each other. 

İLET106 Introduction to Economics 

Basic concepts of economics. Development phases of economical thought.  Microeconomics and 

macroeconomics. Basic information concerning international economics. Economic policies and 

practices in Turkey. Liberal thought and economics. Open market and rivalry. Development and 

underdevelopment concepts. Capitalism and globalisation.  

İLET108 Introduction to Philosophy 

Emergence and development of philosophy. Basic concepts, theories, approaches. Paradigms of 

philosophical thought. First Age philosophers. Philosophical thought in Medieval Age. Eastern and 

South Eastern philosophy. Philosophy and communication relation.  

İNG102 Basic English II 

Basic concepts of English. Reading texts and exercises. Listening exercises. Translation exercises. 

Writing essay. Speaking exercises, conversations. 

 

 



TURK102 Turkish Language and Literature II  

The objective of this course is to examine the main movements in Turkish literature and bring a fresh 

perspective on the works of authors that a graduate of Faculty of Communications is expected to have 

an awareness of. The lessons will include case studies and practices 

ATA102 Principles of Atatürk and History of Revolution II  

The events that have taken place in the recent Turkish history; especially the occurrences surrounding 

the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, War of Salvation, formation of Turkish Republic, the initial years 

of the Republic rule, the Second World War and the transformation from the single party period will 

be examined during this course. Lessons consist of lectures and seminars including those by guest 

speakers. 

RKUL102 University Culture II 

In this course considering the agenda of society, country and university, the topics are discussed with 

the students by experts within or outside the university. Sharing knowledge and experiences of 

communication professionals working several parts of communication sector with the students. 

 

 

 

 



THIRD TERM (2nd Grade, Fall Term) 

İLET201 Research Methods in Social Sciences 

Emergence and development of epistemology. Developmental stages of methodology. Philosophical 

traditions that formed a basis for methodology. Relation between social sciences and methodology. 

Methods and technics used on social science studies. Empirical methodological tradition. Critical 

methodological tradition. Questionnaire technique, content analysis. Hermeneutic analysis technics.  

İLET203 Communications Law 

Basic concepts of communications law. Development of communications law in several countries. 

Communications law in Turkey. Press freedom and first juristic practices. Censorship and law. 

Juridical regulation on press. Juridical regulation on radio and television. Cinema and law. 

RTİ201 Advertising Narratives 

Genres in advertising. Narrative in advertising. Story in advertising. Storytelling in different mediums. 

Genre and narrative. Narrative theories.  

İLET205 History of Communication 

History of humanity and communication. Communication in first ages. Communication in ancient 

times. Development of communication technologies. Emergence and development of mass 

communication. Development of mass media in Turkey. Development of journalism. Development of 

radio. Emergence and development of agency journalism. Television era. Digital publishing and 

broadcasting. Internet media. 

İLET213 Professional English I 

Development of ability to use of English on communication. Ability to use of English on professional 

field of communication. Use of English on printed media journalism. Use of English on radio and 

television. Use of English on cinema. 

RTİ203 Marketing Communications 

Marketing communications concept. The relationship between marketing and advertising. The 

relationship between marketing and communications. Types of marketing communications. Principles 

of marketing communications. Marketing communications and ethics.  

İLET209 Social Psychology 



Emergence and development of social psychology as a scientific discipline. Basic concepts and 

theories of social psychology. Individual and society relation. Group and group dynamics. Group and 

society relation. Family. Attitude and perception. Attitude scales. Balance theories. Social psychology 

and communication.  

İLET215 Information Technologies 

Theoretic approaches to the field of information technologies. How to use computer and other 

interactive tools? Data storage, data transfer and production data. Developing the software and 

hardware skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FOURTH TERM (2nd Grade, Spring Term) 

İLET202 Turkish Media History 

Emergence and development of press in Turkey. Press in Ottoman period. First Turkish newspaper. 

Press in republican period. Juridical regulation on press. Emergence and development of radio in 

Turkey. Television broadcasting in Turkey. Expansion of Internet media. Media holdings. 

RTİ202 Advertising Design and Management 

The theoretical frame of advertising design. Basic principles of advertising design. Advertising design 

and management cases. Advertising design and aesthetics. Advertising design and perception. The 

relationship between design and image. Advertising design applications.  

İLET204 Political Communication  

Relation between politics and communication. Political systems and communication systems. Political 

structures and structuring of mass communication. Democracy and communication. Propaganda and 

persuasion techniques. Rhetoric. Political advertisement. Image and perception management.  

RTİ204 Brand Design and Management 

Brand design and management concept. The needs that created brand design and management. Brand 

design and management training. Brand design and management applications. Brand design and 

management in the world and in Turkey.  

İLET206 Photography 

Basic concepts of photography. Photography techniques, types of photography, art photography, 

photojournalism, documentary photography. Enframing at photography, depth of field, perspective 

and colour settings. 

PRRO104 Entrepreneurship and Project Culture 

Students will gain for literature search, data collecting and analysing ability in this course. 

İLET214 Professional English II 

Effective use of English on communication field. Development of ability to use of English on news 

writing. Ability to read media texts in English. Development of ability to prepare media content in 

English.  



FIFTH TERM (3rd Grade, Fall Term) 

Core Courses  

İLET303 Theories of Communication 

Emergence and development of communication sciences. Liberal and critical paradigms on 

communication sciences.  Models theories and approaches within these two paradigms.  The effects of 

mass media. Political economy of communication, cultural studies. Media and interactivity. 

RTİ303 Creativity in Advertising I 

The description of innovative advertising. The characteristics of innovative advertising. The 

requirements of creativity in advertising. Innovative advertising cases. Recent developments in 

innovative advertising. 

Elective courses 

RTİ351 Strategic Research in Advertising 

Advertising as a strategy. Pre-research in advertising design and creation. Setting the right research 

strategies in advertising campaigns. Target audience analysis. Product analysis. Determining 

advertising media and tool analysis. The application of advertising campaign and effect analysis.  

RTİ353 Advertising Language 

Language and narrative characteristics of advertising. Narrative types of advertising. Narration in 

advertising. Poetry in advertising. Slogan usage in advertising. Visuality in advertising language. 

Rhetoric of advertising.  

RTİ355 Consumer Behaviour 

Consumer concept. Consumer and customer. Socio-psychologic dynamics of consumer behaviour. 

Consumer, consumption and necessity. Consumption instead of usage. Commodification and 

consumption value. Commodity fetishism. 

RTİ357 Consumer Society 

Consumer society concept. Consumer society process. Consumer society and industrialization. 

Capitalist system and consumer society. Mass production, consumer based behaviour of capitalist 

economy and consumption promotion. Consumer based society and the hegemony of consumer 

society. 



RTİ359 Corporate Communication Practices 

The description of corporate communications. Strategy in media planning. Cases from corporate 

communication applications.  

RTİ361 Talent Management 

An interdisciplinary field of study including development and retention of talented employees and 

being an attractive company at corporate level. New vision of human resources management.  

RTİ363 Strategic Planning in Advertising 

Creative process in advertising. Advertising and stages of creative process. Advertising and creative 

strategy. Creative strategy and medium. Strategies used in different mediums.  

RTİ365 Advertising Design and Photoshop Practices 

Advertising and creative process. Brief of advertising campaign. Advertising and graphic design. 

Graphic practices in advertising. Basic Photoshop training. Photoshop and advertising practices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SIXTH TERM (3rd Grade, Spring Term) 

Core Courses  

İLET304 Political Economy of Media 

Economic and politic fundamentals of media. Liberal basis of media construction. Capitalist system 

and media sector. Critical political economy of media. 

RTİ304 Creativity in Advertising II 

The description of advertising campaign. Types of advertising campaigns. Advertising campaign cases 

from the world. Advertising campaign cases from Turkey. Advertising campaign practices.  

Elective courses 

RTİ352 Political Advertising 

The description of political advertising. The rise of political advertising. Types of political advertising. 

political advertising media. political advertising, image and perception. Applications of political 

advertising campaigns. 

RTİ354 Image and Perception Management 

The relationship between image and perception. The image of a person. Product image. Service image. 

Image and persuasion. Image management and studies about perception creation. Using 

communication while developing image and perception strategies.  

RTİ356 Neuromarketing 

Neuromarketing concept. Neuromarketing theories. The relationship between neuromarketing and 

advertising. Neuromarketing and communications. Neuromarketing as a science. The future of 

neuromarketing. Neuromarketing in the world and in Turkey.  

RTİ358 Gender Representation in Advertising 

Ads and social gender. Representation of man and woman in ads texts. Commodification of woman in 

ads. Advertising, commodity fetishism and gender representations.  

RTİ360 Strategic Media Planning 



The description of media planning. Strategy in media planning. Evaluation of media channels. Target 

audience researches. Studies to find appropriate channel for the ads. Comparison strategies of media, 

ads and target audience.  

RTİ362 Advertisement Copywriting 

General characteristics of ads texts. Language and narration in ads texts. Wording in ads texts. 

Narration in ads texts. Narrative types in ads texts. Message and target audience. Message and effect.  

RTİ364 Innovative and Creative Thinking Techniques 

Creative thinking in advertising. Creative advertising techniques. Marketing techniques and creative 

thinking. New approaches in advertising and marketing. Innovation in advertising and marketing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SEVENTH TERM (4th Grade, Fall Term) 

Core courses 

RTİ401 Graduation Thesis - I 

In consideration of four years, realization of a research design on communication field. Determination 

of research subject. Determination of research methods and techniques. Data gathering and analysing. 

İLET401 Communication and Ethics 

The roots and thought of ethics. The importance of the fields of communication. The ethics of 

communication in Turkey. Ethical approaches to press, television and Internet broadcasting. 

Elective Courses 

RTİ451 Advertising Photography 

Photography and advertising photography. Shooting techniques in advertising photography. Aesthetics 

in advertising photography. Composition in advertising photography. Advertising photography 

applications.  

RTİ453 Advertisement and Ethics 

The relationship between advertisement and ethics. The ethics of advertisement. Ethical principles in 

promotion and marketing of products or services. Trade competition ethics. International advertising 

ethics contract and its principles.  

RTİ455 Sales Management in Advertising 

Sales management concept. The principles of sales management in advertising. Sales of advertising. 

Sales of the product or service which is the subject of the ads. Sales of audience in advertising. Media 

channel advertising and the audience.  

RTİ457 Advertising Psychology 

The relationship between advertising and psychology. Psychological dimension of advertising. 

Advertising, enlightenment and satisfaction of needs. Advertising psychology through uses and 

gratifications theory. Advertising, desire to purchase and consumption motivation.  

 

 



RTİ459 Advertising Scriptwriting  

Advertising scenario authorship. The character of product or service in advertising scenario. The 

importance of target audience in advertising scenario authorship. Type of advertising in advertising 

scenario authorship. The importance of media in advertising scenario authorship.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EIGHT TERM  (4th Grade, Spring Term)  

Core Courses 

RTİ402 Graduation Thesis - II 

After completed research design phase, the transformation of the findings, conclusion and proposal 

into thesis text. 

RTİ404 Internship 

It is purpose that the students have experience to improve their employment opportunities according to 

their interests. 

Elective Courses 

RTİ452 Political Communication Campaigns 

First examples of political communication campaigns. Political communication campaigns as 

examples of political marketing. Political ads and applications of political communication campaigns. 

RTİ454 International Advertising 

The characteristics of international advertising. International market and advertising. International 

trading and advertising. International competition and advertising.  

RTİ456 Advertising and Marketing 

The relationship between advertising and marketing. Advertisement as a supportive power to 

marketing. Marketing as a supportive power to advertising. The power of communication in 

advertising and marketing.  

RTİ458 Media Channels and Advertisement 

Media channels to reach ads. Different media channels according to different target audience and 

advertising planning. Television ads, cinema ads, newspaper ads and magazine ads. Street ads.  

RTİ460 Persuasion Theories and Advertising 

The relationship between persuasion and advertising. Motivation techniques and persuasion. The 

relationship between persuasion and propaganda. The importance of target audience needs in 

persuasion. Persuasion and needs, persuasion and the desire to purchase. Real and virtual needs.  



 

Foreign Language Elective Courses 

 

Fall Term Spring Term 

İSP121 Spanish I 3 0 3 3 İSP122 İSP122 Spanish II 3 0 3 3 

ARA121 Arabic I 3 0 3 3 ARA122 Arabic II 3 0 3 3 

ÇİN121 Chinese I 3 0 3 3 ÇİN122 Chinese II 3 0 3 3 

RUS121 Russian I 3 0 3 3 RUS122 Russian II 3 0 3 3 

 


